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Introduction

Definition I. If A and B are two nXn matrices, then the matrix

(1) Bk = AkB - (   JA^BA + (   jAk-2BA2 -■■■+(- l)kBAk

is the kth commute of A with respect to B.

Evidently if we designate B by Bo, we have in general

(2) Bi+x = ABi - BiA (i = 0, 1, 2, • • • ).

The matrices B(, defined by these relations, have significance in the study

of the Lie groups of infinitesimal rotations and have been studied by numer-

ous writers. Particular attention is invited to the references I-XVII.f In the

present paper we shall study the commutes of a pair of matrices as a part

of matric algebra and shall not attempt to interpret the significance the re-

sults may have in modern physical theories.

Definition 2. The matrix A is k-commutative with respect to B, where A

and B are nXn matrices, if the kth commute of A with respect to B is zero,

whereas no commute of A with respect to B of index less than k is zero.

Definition 3. The matrices A and B of order n are mutually k-commuta-

tive, if say A is k-commutative with respect to B and if B is at most k-commuta-

tive with respect to A.

If A and B are commutative in the usual sense, then they are mutually

one-commutative. The quasi-commutative matrices defined by McCoy (XV)

are mutually two-commutative in the sense defined above.

In §1, we study general properties of the ¿th commutes of A with respect

to B, with and without the restriction that A he ¿-commutative with respect

to B. In §2, we study more particularly the structure of B, where A is as-

sumed to be in the Jordan canonical form and is ¿-commutative with respect

to B. The solution of the equation

(3) AX - XA = pX

* Presented to the Society, December 28, 1934; received by the editors April 15, 1935.

t Roman numerals will refer to the references listed at the end of this paper.
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is taken up in the third section as a special case under the more general equa-

tion

(4) Xk = p"X,

where Xk is the ¿th commute of A with respect to X, and p is a scalar con-

stant. The equation (3) was studied by Killing (I) and Weinstein (IX), and

equation (4) by Weyl (IV-VIII), and others (X-XV). Finally the results in

the preceding sections are applied in the investigation of sets of anticommu-

tating (XVI) and of semi-commutative matrices (XVII).

1. General results on ¿-commutative matrices

For convenience in deriving results below, we shall employ a procedure

given in some detail in an earlier paper by the writer (XXI) ; a brief résumé

thereof will now be given. Let M = (mi¡) be an nXp matrix; then MH is the

lXnp matrix obtained from M by placing its second row on the right of the

first, its third on the right of the second, and so on. If A7 is a qXr matrix,

then M(N) = (mijN) is an nqXpr matrix, namely, the direct product of M

and N. The transpose of M will be designated by MT. Throughout, matrices

will be designated by capital letters, and scalar quantities by lower case let-

ters, save that R and T used as exponents indicate the transformations of

matrices noted above.

In accordance with these conventions equation (2) is equivalent to the

unilateral equation

(5) B?+1 = B*[A] (i = 0, 1, 2, - ••),

where [A] is then2Xn2 matrix AT(I}— 1(A). The transformation of equation

(2) to (5) is reversible. Equation (1) now takes the simple form

(6) BkR=BR[A]K

If A is ¿-commutative with respect to B, we have, according to Definition 2,

(7) BR[A]k = 0;        BR[A]h9¿0, h < k.

The two following theorems are obvious results of definitions:

Theorem 1. If A is k-commutative with respect to B, then all commutes, Bi,

of A with respect to B are zero for i^k.

Theorem 2. If A is k-commutative with respect to B and to C, then A is at

most k-commutative with respect to bB+cC, where b and c are scalar multipliers.

We shall now prove

Theorem 3. 7/ .4 is k-commutative with respect to B, then every scalar

polynomial in A is at most k-commutative with respect to B.
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Let the scalar polynomial in A be

f(A) = a0I + axA + a2A2 + • • • + atA'.

The proof of this theorem consists in showing that

(8) B«[f(A)]k = 0,

if (7) is satisfied. Obviously the transpose of/(^4) is/(-4r) and

¡fiA)] = fiAT)(I) - I(fiA)) = ¿ «{¿'I
i-X

However

[A*] = [A]{iATy-KI) + iATy~2(A) + ■■■ + I<A™)\,

= {(^r)i-1(7) + iATy~2(A) + ■■■ + I(A^)\ [A],

and we may therefore write

[f(A)] = [A]Q,

where Q is an n2Xn2 matrix and is commutative with [.4]. Hence

[f(A)]k= [A]kQk.

Multiply this equation on the left by BR and (8) follows because of (7).

Theorem 4. If A is k-commutative with respect to B0 and if Bi is the ith

commute of A with respect to B0, then the commutes Bt (i = 0, 1, 2, • • • , k — 1)

are linearly independent matrices.

Suppose that scalar constants a,- (i = 0, 1, • • • , k — l), not all zero, exist

such that

a0B0 + axBi + ■ ■ ■ + ak-iBk-i = 0;

then, according to (6), we have

(9) 750Ä{ao7(7) + ai[A] + • • • + a*-^]*"1}  = 0.

Multiply the latter on the right by [A ]*_1 and, according to (7),

aoTV^t]4"1 = aoBktx = 0.

However, by definition of ¿-commutative matrices, Bk-x^Q, hence a0 = 0.

Similarly, if (9) be multiplied on the right by [A ]k~2, we find that ai must also

be zero, and so on. This leads to a contradiction of the assumption that not

all a¿ are zeros; the theorem is therefore proved.

Theorem 5. If A is k-commutative with respect to B and if the degree of no

elementary divisor of A —XI exceeds a, then k^2a — l.
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The matrix [A ] —X7(7) has at least one elementary divisor X2"-1 and none

of higher degree (XXI, Theorem 2), if that of highest degree of A— X7 is

(a—X)". Therefore [A] satisfies the minimal equation

a0[^]2a_1 + ai[A]2" + ■ ■ ■ + ag-2a+i[A]° = 0,        g £ 2a - 1,

where a0 is not zero. Multiply this equation on the left by BR, and by (6) we

conclude that

«0-020-1 "T" aiB2a +  • • •   + aB_2o+l-Bn  = 0,

where h is the lesser of the two integers g and k — 1. If k exceeds 2a — 1, this

linear dependence between the commutes B{ (¿ = 2a —1, 2a, ■ ■ ■ , h) of A

with respect to B cannot hold because of Theorem 4. Hence k^2a — 1.

Corollary 1. If A —XI has no elementary divisor whose degree exceeds a

and if Bh, the hth commute of A with respect to B, is not zero for h>2a — l, then

A is k-commutative with respect to B for no finite value of k.

This corollary follows at once from the theorem above. We may remark

that A is ¿-commutative with respect to no non-zero X satisfying equation

(3), but on the other hand every such solution is two-commutative with re-

spect to A and non-zero solutions of this equation may exist; we therefore

can conclude that matrices B, such that A is ¿-commutative with respect to

B for no finite ¿, do exist.

Corollary 2. There exist no matrices A and B of order less than (¿ + l)/2

such that A is k-commutative with respect to B.

The degree of the elementary divisor of highest degree of A — X7 cannot

exceed n. Hence by the theorem above, k ;£ 2ra — 1 in order that A be ¿-com-

mutative with respect to B. The corollary is proved. McCoy (XV, p. 335)

gave a more restrictive result than that of the present corollary in case A

and B are mutually two-commutative; namely, that none of second order

exist. However, second-order matrices exist such that A is two-commutative

with respect to B, and B is not two-commutative with respect to A. Example :

/O,  1\ (a,  b\
A = ) B = I ),        where a ^ c.

\0, 0/ \0,   c)

Corollary 3. If \A —X7| = (a— X)" and if the degree of no elementary di-

visor of A — X7 exceeds a, then A is k-commutative with respect to every matrix,

B, of order n, and for any given B, k ^ 2a — 1.

Weyl (VI, p. 100) originally gave this result. Under the hypotheses of

the present corollary g = 2a — 1 and [4]2a-1 = 0 because [^4]—X7(7) has ele-
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mentary divisors only of the form Xa where that of highest degree is X2"-1

(XX or XXI Theorem 2). Hence the (2a —l)st commute of A with respect

to B is zero.

An alternative statement of Theorem 5 is given by

Corollary 4. If A is k-commutative with respect to B, and if the minimal

polynomial satisfied by [A ] is Xß(p(X), where </>(0) 5^0, then k^ß.

Heretofore we have considered the ¿th commute of A with respect to B

only for positive values of k ; however, in certain cases Definition 1 may have

sense for negative indices as well. Thus the general solution, if it exists, of

the equation
Xi = AX - XA = B

may be regarded as the (-l)st commute of A with respect to B; and the gen-

eral solution, X, of the equation

Xi = B, »fcl,

where Xi is the ith commute of A with respect to X, is the ( — ¿)th commute

of A with respect to B. The latter equation is equivalent to

XR[AY = BR;

if X, satisfying this equation, exists, it is not unique in that the number of

linearly independent solutions is n2—r,, where r¿ is the rank of [A ]\ Hence

according to the well known theory of linear non-homogeneous equations the

following theorem holds:

Theorem 6. If A and B are given matrices of order n, then the ( — i)th com-

mute of A with respect to B exists, i>0, if and only if the matrices

iA]i and (ur)
[A]<

have the same rank, ri, and the number of linearly independent (—i)th commutes

of A with respect to B, i>0, is n2 — ri.

Theorem 7. If A is k-commutative with respect to B and if B, is the ith

commute of A with respect to B, then

f(A)B = Bf(A) + Bxf'iA) +-B2f"iA) +■■■ +—-—Bk-xf^KA),
21 (k — 1)!

(10) ¿

BfiA) = fiA)B - fiA)Bi + j,f"iA)B2-+ [^-[)] /"""W^i,

where f(X) is a scalar polynomial in X and /(i,(X) its ith derivative with respect

toX.
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Obviously

A^I) = [A] + 1(A),

and

(AT'I))' = iA'Y'1) = i[A]+ I{A)Y;

but I (A ) and [A ] are commutative matrices and the right member above

may therefore be expanded according to the binomial theorem. Multiply the

result on the left by BR; then

BR{(Ar)TiI)} = BRI(Ar) + (^ B*I(A' i)+...+Bf

or

A'B = BAr + (   j BiA'-1 + (j B2Ar~2 + ■ • ■ + BT.

This relation is equivalent to that derived by Campbell (III, §2), and from

it the first identity of the theorem above follows at once. Similarly on the

basis of I(A)=AT(I)— [A ], we can readily prove the second also. The theo-

rem can be generalized to apply for more general functions/(X), and if A is

not assumed to be ¿-commutative with respect to B the formulas still hold

save that the right members will not stop with the ¿th term.

If A = (a¿,) is an nXn matrix whose elements an (¿, j = 1, 2, • • ■ , n) are

differentiable functions of /, we have

!£.Qa*~+Qau~+...+Qau->,

= (*\ A^Ai - (*\ A*~2A2 + •••+(- 1)*-»Q^'-Mt,

where Ai = ida¡j/dt), where Ai(i = 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ , k) is the (¿ — l)st commute of A

with respect to its derivative, .¡4i, and where A is ¿-commutative with re-

spect to Ai. These formulas may readily be established by mathematical in-

duction. In case A is commutative with its derivative, the right members re-

duce to the usual result for scalar quantities.

If/04) is a scalar polynomial (or convergent power series) in A, we readily

obtain the following identities :

dHA) 1 1
ill)       -£^ = Aif'iA) + -A2f"iA) +■■■ +-Akf«\A),

dt 2 ! k !
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= f'iA)Ax - j,f"iA)A2 +■■■ + (    H" ' f(h)(A)Ak,

where A is ¿-commutative with respect to its derivative.

Theorem 8. If A is (¿ +1)-commutative with respect to X and if the first

commute of A with respect to X is equal to the derivative, Ax = (dai,/dt), of A,

then

-fiA) = fiA)X - XfiA),
dt

where /(X) is a function of X such that fiA ) converges for all values of t in the

interval under consideration.

By hypothesis,

Ax = AX - XA.

If in the first formula (11) we add XfiA)—XfiA) to the right member and

compare the result with (10) we have the result of the theorem above. The

restrictions that fiA ) be a polynomial in A and that A be ¿-commutative

with respect to its derivative, Ax, may be removed provided proper bounds

may be placed upon the elements of A to insure the convergence of fiA).

2. More explicit form of B

We shall now derive restrictions upon the form of B, where that of A is

known and where A is ¿-commutative with respect to B. In the present sec-

tion and hereafter we shall discontinue the use of subscripts to indicate the

commutes of a matrix pair unless the contrary is specifically stated.

Theorem 9. If

A = Ax + A2 + • • • +Ar,

where the miXmi matrix A( ii = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , r) has a unique characteristic value

a, and ai^a,-, if ir^j, and if A is k-commutative with respect to B = (7?,,), where

B a (i,j = 1,2, ■■• ,r) are miXm^ matrices, then

B   =   7?n +  £22 +   •   •   ■   + BTr,

and A¡ is at most k-commutative with respect to B(i (i = l,2, ■ ■ ■ ,r).*

It is no restriction to assume that A has the form given above, for by a

suitable non-singular transformation it can be brought into this form. Since

* A matrix M= (Ma), where Ma are >re,Xm, matrices and where all M,-, = 0, if it*j, is here and

in the following pages denoted by the notation M = Mn+Mn+ ■ • ■ +Mn. A single subscript on the

matrices Ma is sufficient in many cases.
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A is ¿-commutative with respect to B, the matrix (1) must be zero and we

consequently have the r2 equations

AtBu - (jAf-iBijAi + íjAp-iBiiA,* + i- l)*BifA} = 0

(¿,í = l, 2, • • • , r). These equations must be satisfied by the matrices Bn in-

dependently. In the unilateral form they become

(12) bI^A^A^ = 0 ii,j= 1,2, ••• ,r),

where

[Ait A,] =Af(Ij)-Ii(Ai),

and Ia are maXma unit matrices. Each of the r2 equations (12) is equivalent

to a system of m¿w,- linear homogeneous equations in the w¿w, elements of

Bn, the matrix of whose coefficients is [At, Aj]k. This matrix is singular if

and only if á¿ = a,- (XVIII-XXI). Therefore Bn=0, if »?»*/, and in case i=j

we see by (12) that A ( is at most ¿-commutative with respect to Bu

(¿ = 1, 2, • • • , r). This well known result concerning matrices which are com-

mutative in the ordinary sense holds as well for ¿-commutative matrices. The

following theorem is still more precise in defining the structure of B.

Theorem 10. If

A =Ai + A2+ ■ ■ ■ +A„

where Ai = aJi+Di and I i and Di are respectively the unit and the auxiliary

unit matrices* of order «i, and if A is k-commutative with respect to B = iBt¡),

where Bi, are niXn, (*,/, = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , s) matrices, then Bi, = 0, if Oi^a,-, and

if ai = a,-, Bi, has zero elements in at least the first {«<, n¡\ — k diagonals, where

{«,-, n,} is the greater of the integers n{ and n,.\

As in the proof of Theorem 9, we have

BRu[Ai,A^ = 0 (t, 7- 1,2, ••-,*),

and Bi, = 0, if a^aj. However, in case ai = a¡,

[Ai, A i] = [T>„7>,-].

Hence

* The auxiliary unit matrices Di of order m are here understood to have n¡ — 1 unit elements in

the first diagonal above the principal diagonal and to have zero elements elsewhere.

f Diagonals are here numbered consecutively beginning with that containing the lower left

element of the blocks B,-,-.
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(13) B*, [Dit Di]h - 0 (*,/= 1, 2, ••• ,s),

or

DfBii - (^JDÏ^BijDj + Qt>*-273„7»í-+ (- 1)*7Î„D* = 0.

Let

*«<  c>

where Ci, C2, C3, C4 are respectively aX(«,—/3), aX/3, («i—a)x(«,—ß),

(ni — a)Xß matrices; then

/0   C3\

Because of this fact we can conclude that Bi„ which satisfies (13), must have

only zero elements in at least the first {«¿, »,-} —k diagonals where {«¿, «,}

is the greater of the integers «¿ and «,. This proves the theorem.

However, in case «, = «,• and a, = a/, we can show that the elements in the

(«< — ¿ + l)st diagonal of Bi, are likewise zeros provided ¿>1, since in this

case these elements must satisfy linear homogeneous equations with non-

zero determinants. This fact, together with the form of B as demonstrated

above, leads us to the following theorem:

Theorem 11. If A —XI has the elementary divisors (a¿—X)"*(¿ = 1,2, • • -,s),

if A is two-commutative with respect to B, and if H^ttf± 1 in case ai = ah then

the characteristic values of fiA, B), where /(X, p) is a scalar polynomial in X

and p, are in the setfiai, bh) where bh {h = l,2, ■ ■ • ,t) are the distinct charac-

teristic values of B.

Under the hypotheses of this theorem we add no restrictions upon A and

B if we assume that A is in the Jordan canonical form given in Theorem 10.

The matrix B will be an umbral matrix (XXII), whose blocks Bi} are zero

in case a, ?í a¡, and therefore with A has the property stated in the theorem

above, which we shall designate as the property P.

In case A and B are mutually two-commutative, McCoy (XV, Theorem

5) shows that the third hypothesis of the theorem above may be omitted.

The property P does not carry over to mutually ¿-commutative matrices,

where k exceeds 2. For example, the matrices
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A =

Í0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

01

0

1

0

B =

a 0

3e a

0 4e

0 0

b 0

0 -b

a 0

3e a

e 9¿ 0,

are mutually three-commutative and the characteristic values of A +B are

not those of B. Therefore ordinary commutative matrices and the quasi-com-

mutative matrices of McCoy are the only types of mutually ¿-commutative

matrices which necessarily have the property P.

3. The equation Xk= pkX

Evidently every matrix X which satisfies the equation

(3) AX - XA = pX

will likewise satisfy the equation

(4) X» = pkX,

where Xk is the ¿th commute of A with respect to X and p is a non-zero

scalar constant. On the other hand not all solutions of (4) satisfy (3). We shall

confine our attention to (4).

We may without restrictions upon the problem assume that A is in the

Jordan canonical form

A = Ax + A2 + • • • +A3,

where Ai = aJi+Di and 7¿ and D, are respectively the unit and the auxiliary

unit matrices of order «,. Under these assumptions the elementary di-

visors of A— X7 are (a,—X)"«' (¿ = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , s). Let X = (Xi,), where Xi}

(¿,¿ = 1, 2, • ■ • , s) are w.Xw,- matrices; then (4) is equivalent to the s2 equa-

tions

(14) X*¡[ [Ai, A,-]" - p'liih)} = 0      (i, j = 1, 2, • • • , s).

The necessary and sufficient condition that Xn be a non-zero matrix is that

the niUjXniHj matrix

(15) [Ai,Ai]k- pHiil) (i,j= 1, 2, ■•• ,5)

be singular. It has the characteristic value (ai — a,)k—pk repeated »,■»/ times

(XVIH-XXI). Hence the necessary and sufficient condition that X¡, be a

non-zero matrix is that (a¿ — a,)k— pk=0. Moreover, since p^O, we have

-^,¿ = 0 (¿ = 1, 2, • • • , s); that is, the trace of X, any solution of (3), is zero

(compare IV). These properties of X are invariants under the usual transfor-

mations of matrices to normal form. Hence we have the theorems below.
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Theorem 12. The necessary and sufficient condition that equation (4) have

a solution other than the trivial solution X = 0 is that A have at least two charac-

teristic values a and b such that ia — b)k=pk.

This result was obtained by Weinstein (IX) for the case ¿ = 1.

Theorem 13. The trace of every solution, X, of (4) is zero.

We shall now prove

Theorem 14.7/ A —XI has the elementary divisors (a¡—X)ni(¿ = 1,2, • • ■ ,s),

and if X is a solution of (4), where ¿ is an odd integer, then X is a nil-potent

matrix if it is possible so to arrange the characteristic values ai of A that

(rr)
k

9^ 1    for    i > j.

In this case all X„-, Htj, are zero, and all non-zero X,,-, if such exist, lie

above the principal diagonal of X. That is, X is a nil-potent matrix.

We shall now expose the exact form of X¿,- in case (a,— a,)k/pk = l. The

matrix (15) in this case becomes

{iai- a^Iiil,) - N}k-pkIi(Ij)

= Q iat - 0/)*-W +Q iat - a,)k-2N2 + ■ ■ ■ + Nk,

where N = [D(, 77,]. Let the right member be given by NQ; then Q is a non-

singular matrix since A is nil-potent. The equation (14) consequently becomes

X*fN = 0,
or

(16) DiXij - XijDj = 0.

This is the well known relation which arises in the study of matrices X com-

mutative with the Jordan canonical matrix A, save that in the present case

(16) holds if (di — a,)k =pk, and not if a¿ = a¡ as in case A and X are commuta-

tive. Therefore X = (X¿,) (i,j=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , s), a solution of (4), is such that in

case iai — a¡)k=pk, X¿,- has zero elements in the first {n,, n¡\ —I diagonals,

and the elements in each of the remaining diagonals of Xtj are all equal but

arbitrary and independent of those of another diagonal. If iai — a¡)k9£pk, then

Xi, = 0. From the structure of X here discussed, the following theorem is at

once evident, since if it is not satisfied then X will have at least one row or

column of zero elements and will be singular.
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Theorem 15.If A —X7 has the elementary divisors (a<—X) "»' (¿ = 1,2, • • •, s),

then the necessary and sufficient condition that the equation (4) have a non-singu-

lar solution X is that for every i (¿ = 1, 2, • • • , s) there exist at least one j

ij = 1,2, ■ ■ ■ , s), and for every j there exist at least one i, such that

ni = n,-    and    (a< — a,)k = pk     (¿, j = 1,2, ■ ■ ■ , s).

If the matrix A is in the Jordan canonical form, then X, a solution of (4),

is an umbral matrix (XXII, Definition 3) and consequently

|*| =\Xa\-\Xß\.\x,\,

where Xh = (X„) (h=a,ß, ■ ■ ■, p) and i,j run over only those values for which

«i=7i,=«„, and na, %,»•-, nf are the distinct values of »< (¿ = 1, 2, • • • , s).

(See XXII, Theorem III.) This fact makes the restriction «¡ = w,- and

(a, — a)k=uk a necessary one, else |X| =0.

4. Sets or semi-commutative matrices

If A and B satisfy the relations

(17) AB = uBA    and   Ak = Bk = I,

where w is a primitive ¿th root of unity, they have been called semi-commuta-

tive by Williamson (XVII). On the basis of the first equation (17) we can

readily show that

Bi = (u - 1YBA¡ (i=l, 2, ■■■),

where Bi is the ¿th commute of A with respect to B. Consequently, because

of the second restriction upon A in (17), we have

(18) Bk = (« - l)kB.

This proves

Theorem 16. If Á is a member of the set of semi-commutative matrices,

then a second member of that set is a solution of the equation

Xk = (to - 1)"X,

where Xk is the kth commute of A with respect to X.

The theory developed in §3 is applicable in this section ; however, the re-

sults there obtained are more general than necessary in the present case. A

special study of (17) is superfluous in view of Williamson's results (XVII).
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